
Greetings! The Lindamood-Bell Foundation has recently selected its
scholarship recipients for 2021! We are thrilled to complete our second
year of awarding scholarships to families in need. Congratulations to
our four recipients, who live across the United States and range in age
from 7-54. These scholarships will enable them to receive Lindamood-
Bell instruction for the first time. 

The generosity of our donors has allowed us to meet our fundraising
goals and grant these scholarships for life-changing instruction. We
are very grateful for every donation and thank everyone who has
supported us as their favorite charitable organization through
AmazonSmile. 

Thank you to everyone who applied for a scholarship. Our goal is to
provide more opportunities for students in need. Information about
our next scholarship cycle will be released in early 2022! Subscribe
to updates here. 

Imagine Learning!

Our Vision
We believe every child

deserves the opportunity to
learn to their potential.

 

This Month

Angelica Benson, Ed.M.
Executive Director

Giving Thanks!
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With gratitude,

November 11 - Veterans Day
(Observed in the U.S.)

November 20 - Robert's Ride
November 30 - Giving Tuesday

 
AmazonSmile: Make a

Difference While You Shop!
Find out more here.

 
 
 

Contact: info@lindamoodbellfoundation.org | www.lindamoodbellfoundation.org 
We are a 501(c)(3) organization operating under Tax Identification Number 83-2012785.

 

https://lindamoodbellfoundation.org/scholarship-information/
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/chpf/homepage/ref=smi_chpf_redirect/132-3059704-6695306?ie=UTF8&ein=83-2012785&ref_=smi_ext_ch_83-2012785_cl


Robert's Ride

Savannah's Story: A Journey to Learn
After receiving a scholarship from the Lindamood-Bell Foundation,
Savannah, 9, went on an educational journey that permanently transformed
the way she learns. 

"My experience as a scholarship recipient was wonderful," Joy, Savannah's
mother, said.
 
When Savannah was in kindergarten, she was not progressing like her peers.
She was behind in reading, and her school did not have the resources
necessary to support her in the ways she needed, Joy explained. She
continued to fall behind until enrolling at Lindamood-Bell in the third grade,
where she developed symbol imagery, the ability to image sounds and letters
in words. She quickly began to read and write with greater ease, leading to a
boost in confidence and a heightened motivation to learn.

 

Board member Robert Cardiff, a former Lindamood-Bell student, is
#ridingtogive to the Foundation on Nov. 20 in Tucson, AZ. He’s participating

in El Tour de Tucson, one of the largest bicycling events in the nation. His
goal is to raise $10,000, and the Cisco Foundation Matching Gifts Program

will double the total amount donated. 
#ridingtogive #lindamoodbellfoundation #educate

 

Community News

Donor Corner

"Being able to get a
scholarship changed

everything," said Joy, a
scholarship recipient parent.

A special shout out to Robert Cardiff, a former student and current Lindamood-Bell
Foundation Board member, who is cycling 102 miles at El Tour de Tucson on
November 20, 2021 to raise $10,000! Support Robert’s Ride and make a
contribution today! #ridingtogive #educate #lindamoodbellfoundation
Mark your calendar! Giving Tuesday is November 30th! Join the annual global
generosity movement. Give the gift of learning on Giving Tuesday!

Thank you to Blake, a student at a Lindamood-Bell Learning Center in Chicago,
who organized his own fundraising campaign to help more students in need!
Thank you to the Central Coast of California Arabian Horse Association for your
support at the 2021 Trail Trials Riding Event!

Make A Difference With Us!
       Are you passionate about making a difference? We welcome opportunities for  

community partnerships. We invite you to support our cause! Join our
community! Share our story!

 

Upcoming Ways to Give 

Our Community

   
 

DONATE
TODAY

Drawing by Savannah, Scholarship Recipient
 (Los Angeles, CA)
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